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About This Game

Thetaball is an authentic digital sport with challenging, physics-based gameplay and lifelike AI. Each of the game's 256 robotic
players is a distinct individual, created by a process of simulated evolution; because the bots have co-evolved within a complex

physical environment -- both cooperating with and competing against one another -- their behaviors are diverse, robust, and
lifelike. The end result is a game with all the challenge and re-playability of a real-world sport.

In the single-player game, your task is to field a team of robotic athletes in order to advance through a series of progressively
more challenging leagues, earning as many coins as you can along the way. You can remotely control any of the bots on your

team, or let them play on their own.

In the local-multiplayer game, 2-8 players choose up sides, with AI-controlled bots filling in the empty slots.

About the Engine

Generator is a specialized 2D game engine based on Evolutionary Robotics, a technique for the automated creation of
simulated robots. The engine provides a C++ framework for generating populations of such robots and deploying them in a

completed game. It also includes a heavily optimized, glitch-free physics module for simulating the environments in which the
robots interact and evolve. Thetaball is the first game built on the Generator engine; more are planned.

Some Thetaball Features

A true physical (not statistical) simulation -- outcomes are determined not by "rolling dice" but by the actual physical
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interactions between players.

Lifelike AI -- every bot is a distinct individual with its own unique style of play.

Extensive single-player game -- earn coins, develop your team, and advance through the leagues.

Exciting couch multiplayer with up to 8 players -- a great party game!

Play with a gamepad or mouse.

Bet on individual matches or buy in to a tournament.

Slow motion replays.

Ultra-smooth animation.

Monitor your coins with a variety of financial reports.

Dozens of practice drills.

Physics-based procedural sound.
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Title: Thetaball
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Tim Sheehan
Publisher:
Tim Sheehan
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Storage: 48 MB available space

English
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I had to change my opinion on this game.
If you get past the few problems at the begining, like the UI which might not suit everyone, controls and well, the game itself
and you stop comparing it to War Thunder, which is simply a really different game, the HiS is actually quote okay game.
Not the best one, but if you are looking fo r a small, casual multiplayer flight game and you do not care only about graphics, I
would actually recomend it.. KumaKuma manga editor is a manga creation tool, I highly recommend this amazing program for
creating your cell shading 3d tech mangas, its always nice even for artists like myself to have tools to create our stories in a
faster way, making drawings is fun and all but, using this program you can focus on the story and make your mangas faster, its
really easy to use the program, I for exemple skipped the tutorial and it just works, click here, click there your character is done,
the text boxes don't ajust the position automatically, but don't worry, press space bar some times, and its just perfect, if you
don't have the asset yet, just double click and you download the asset, click, drag and drop your asset to your manga, and there
we goes, this have everything you need to make a manga, I coun't be more happy with the purchase, its better than rpg maker in
many ways, and I like a lot rpg maker! its just a compliment to how good KumaKuma manga editor works.

+easy to learn 3 to 4 minutes max
+a gigantic collection of assets
+create your own characters
+choose background, face expressions with a simple double click
+add ononatopies and effects to describe your character emotions
+learn a lot about the power of friendship with anime

10/10. The two story series account for a beautiful fairy tale of Nephise. It is typically walking simulator, with beautiful
atmosphere, and nice sound recordings, appreciate.. Camp Sunshine is a quite short game where you have to find items while
hidding and running away from a killer

bear. You might find it quite similar to games like Slenderman because you have to find pages while the enemy appears
randomly anywhere.

Pros
- Spooky atmosphere with few lights around that increases the feeling of anything could pop out from the darkness.
- Good story with a few nice cutscene animations.
- It doesn't rely on jumpscares (ok, there is 1 or 2 *rolls eyes* ).
- It takes 2 hits to kill you so it's not just you are caught and it's game over.
- You can be killed while checking the map so you don't stay like that for too long. However, using items in your inventory will
pause the game allowing you to exploit being hit and eating food for healing.
- The map will show the location of the people that gave you quests and where you are supossed to go to complete them. It's
quite handy because the map is big.
- There are plenty of easter eggs and references around.

Cons
- Sometimes you can walk around the whole camp and never find the bear and other times find it way too often.
- There are scripted places where the bear will appear that just surprise you the first time it happens.
- On the one hand the batteries run out way too fast, but on the other hand there are so many batteries around allowing you to
keep your flashlight always on if you do a fast enough run (might not be like that on the hardest difficulty)
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- When you are hit the bear disappears, that's good so you aren't trapped in a narrow corridor against a wall, but at the same time
that allows you to eat something quickly to recover health while the game is paused letting you be hit as many times as food you
have.
- You are so likely to get lost and forget which buildings have you entered and since there are so many items you have to find
you might end up wandering looking for the last items you need.
- The fact that the bear won't chase you outside or inside of a building or see you hide into a bush right in its face is not realistic
at all. Needing to be at certain distance for it to lose track of you would be better.
- Sometimes the bear will run too fast, as fast as your own running speed while you have limited stamina.

Overall, a good game for horror rpg maker games fans even if short.. This game has terrible graphics for a bullet hell side-
scroller; It is impossible to tell the difference between impact surfaces and layers safe to fly through. The enemy patterns are
utterly uninspired, The pacing is about as slow as a hatching egg, and finally the limited ammo is a total deal breaker.. Pretty
nice game despite the glitches. I enjoy it. The scenario isn't mindblowing. The game is very entertaining and catches me playing
a certain time without getting bored and I also enjoy progressively improving my scores as not being that kind of people who'd
be capable of awesome scores at first try.. I got Gat from the preorder. Is this more new content?. I wanted to like this game a
lot. The trailer I saw for it a couple months ago had me really excited. Unfortunately I can't recommend it. I beat the first
chapter in 30 minutes and it was more tedious than fun. There's no locomotion except for the jetpack, which let's you move
slowly for maybe 10 seconds before going on cooldown for another 3 or so. You're on a level platform and want to walk to the
other end of it? You have to use the jetpack. It's really unnatural and immersion breaking, and the length of the game is only
what it is because of the cooldowns slowing the pace. Unfortunately, it just wasn't fun. The final scene showed some promise
and the weapon you receive right before that added a little interest, but the first chapter ends a minute later (right now there's
only the one chapter).
After a few more chapters are released, the game might be worth picking up, but as of now it's certainly not worth the $10
asking price.. Game is good overall, I like it, it's one of the nicest point-and-click adventure games I played, yet it gets only a
borderline recommendation, as it also has some rather hard to ignore downsides.

Pros:
-nice noir atmosphere, immersive and cool
-the dialog lines usually manage to avoid being boring or annoying
-interesting enough plot (until the ending)
-Steam Trading Cards and some really nice Steam profile backgrounds

Cons:
- Greta's voice acting is horrendous, no tone change and no inflexions, she sounds... cheap and bored at all time
- typical point-and-click game issues concerning logical matches, like when using a candy wrap to fix a wire
- I can't find out how to make the game run in a window, and permanent full-screen is a bit annoying, to say the least
- no Steam achievements
- comes with the worse type of ending, the cliffhanger "to be continued" ending. I unfortunatly can't recommand this game at its
current price...

There's just too many issues for a full price game.

I'm sad, considering I'm quite the fan of the Little Witch Academia franchise and there's lots of elements who are either
interesting or genuinely great (The game is fully voice acted in japanese, the design of the characters is great, some of the rpg
elements seem interesting)...

But the core gameplay is awful, the movements in the school are sluggish (not the characters movements themselfs, but there's
just so many rooms with loading time between EACH room, and in a limited time, Majora's mask like, setting...).

I'd love to be able to recommand this game, but I just can't T-T
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My favorite rendition of 'The Star Spangled Banner' (sorry, Jimi!). I'll play the '4th Of July Reprise' part on occasion, but I just
love the simplicity of Boston's rendition of the National Anthem with their signature tone.

It appears there was a problem with Steam not being able to list all of the DLC during the summer sale (e.g. DLC from the past
2-3 months wasn't listed on the game's store page), but this was worth the full price, without a doubt.

And, unless you want to be that other reviewer, check this out on YouTube, first.. Fun Arcade Game! Yessssss!. an amazing
finale to an amazing trilogy. Pretty awesome game to pick up! Scares me everytme the mascot pops up. Not bad at all for 10
bucks. Recommended for anyone that likes 80s music or horror games!. A solid continuation of this most accesible classic most
diverse RTS on the market & a worthy now with the new bundles especially for owners of 8-bit Armies &/or Hordes.

Thank you for listening to the Fans Petroglyph.. Never in my life have i thought that having friends is so imporant.

EDIT: I am so grateful to be a part of this game. Also, i think i appear in the trailer like whaaaatt!!. Doggo Trump does not
approve.. My local commisar in housing block 1325-81N has told me that I am legally obligated to give this game a positive
review in the name of Matryoshka. Therefor I am pleased to inform you that through the leader's infallible wisdom this game is
game of the year. There are capitalist spies within our sight comrades and we must stay vigilant.

edit day 1:

My commisar found that I told you that I was ordered to give this review. He has taken my meat ration card and given it all to
Anatoli. I believe he may take my shampoo ration card next.. 60/100

Average, Repetitive, no longtime motivation..
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